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ABSTRACT 
 

The near wake of a flat plate is investigated via direct numerical simulations (DNS). Many 
earlier experimental investigations have used thin plates with sharp trailing edges and 
turbulent boundary layers to create the wake. This results in large θ /DTE values (θ  is the 
boundary layer momentum thickness towards the end of the plate and DTE is the trailing 
edge thickness). In the present study the emphasis is on relatively thick plates with 
circular trailing edges (CTE) resulting in θ /D values less than one (D is the plate thickness 
and the diameter of the CTE), and vigorous vortex shedding. The Reynolds numbers 
based on the plate length and D are 1.255 x 106 and 10,000, respectively. Two cases are 
computed; one with turbulent boundary layers on both the upper and lower surfaces of 
the plate (statistically the same, symmetric wake, Case TT) and, a second with turbulent 
and laminar boundary layers on the upper and lower surfaces, respectively (asymmetric 
case, Case TL). The data and understanding obtained is of considerable engineering 
interest, particularly in turbomachinery where the pressure side of an airfoil can remain 
laminar or transitional because of a favorable pressure gradient and the suction side is 
turbulent. Shed-vortex structure and phase-averaged velocity statistics obtained in the 
two cases are compared here. The upper negative shed vortices in Case TL (turbulent 
separating boundary layer) are weaker than the lower positive ones (laminar separating 
boundary layer) at inception (a factor 1.27 weaker in terms of peak phase-averaged 
spanwise vorticity at first appearance of a peak). The upper vortices weaken rapidly as 
they travel downstream. A second feature of interest in Case TL is a considerable 
increase in the peak phase-averaged, streamwise normal intensity (random component) 
with increasing streamwise distance (x/D) that occurs nears the positive vortex cores. 
This behavior is observed for a few diameters in the near wake. This is counter to Case TT 
where the peak value essentially decreases with increasing x/D. Both these effects are 
examined in detail and the important contributors are identified. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The near and intermediate wakes of airfoil sections used in turbomachinery are of considerable 
engineering importance. The near wake is of practical interest from the point of view of trailing edge 
design and the intermediate wake is of interest in understanding and predicting flow transition and 
unsteady loads on downstream airfoils. The magnitude of the coherent fluctuations due to vortex 
shedding, in particular fluctuations in the velocity and pressure, are of interest in determining the unsteady 
loads to be used in design.  
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A substantial amount of research has been conducted on cylinder wakes. Experimental 
techniques have generated a large percentage of the data that have provided us with the current state of 
understanding of the subject. More recently computational techniques, such as large eddy and direct 
numerical simulations have been used to compute cylinder wakes, and the data from such simulations 
are being used to refine our understanding of such flows and to obtain new insights. The physics of the 
very near wake of the cylinder (less than three diameters downstream) is perhaps the most challenging. 
This region comprises the two detached shear layers, the recirculation region and wake flow.  

 
From an engineering point of view, there is considerable interest in the situation where the upper 

and/or lower boundary layer of an airfoil is turbulent, and these turbulent boundary layers separate from 
the airfoil to contribute to the formation of the wake downstream. In the case of cylinders of small 
diameter, this only occurs at relatively large unit Reynolds numbers.  However, in the case of airfoils, the 
boundary layer has the opportunity to transition to turbulence on the airfoil surface at a substantially lower 
unit Reynolds number because the characteristic length of the airfoil is typically one to two orders of 
magnitude larger than the trailing edge diameter (this transition to turbulence would occur unless there is 
a strong favorable pressure gradient that results in the boundary layer remaining laminar or transitional 
over the surface of the airfoil). Unlike the cylinder, and more in keeping with the airfoil, a flat plate can 
have turbulent boundary layers for modest values of the unit Reynolds number without the accompanying 
complexities of the airfoil such as pressure gradients and geometry specificity. In addition, with a blunt 
trailing edge and an appropriate (θ/D) value, the plate will shed vortices vigorously. Hence the wake of the 
flat plate provides us with the opportunity to investigate the complexities of wake formation and evolution 
in the presence of turbulent separating boundary layers and vortex shedding in a relatively simple 
computational/experimental setting. 

 
The majority of the published data for turbulent flat plate wakes that are preceded by turbulent 

boundary layers deals with thin plates. One of the earliest investigations in this area is by Chevray & 
Kovaznay. They provide measurements in the turbulent wake of a thin flat plate. The boundary layers at 
the end of the plate are fully turbulent. The ratio of the boundary layer momentum thickness to the trailing 
edge thickness of the plate (θ/DTE) is 23.2. The thickness of the trailing edge in wall coordinates (based 
on the wall shear velocity at the end of the plate) is 3.0 and hence smaller than the viscous sub-layer. The 
turbulent boundary layers merge gradually to form the wake. Large scale Karman vortex formation is not 
observed in this situation. Experimental data provided in this study include mean velocity and turbulence 
intensity profiles at several streamwise locations along the wake. Other important contributions to the 
understanding of the wakes of thin plates with sharp trailing edges include those of Ramaprian et al 
(1982), Nakayama & Liu (1990) & Hayakawa & Iida (1992).  

 
In many instances, unlike the plate experiments discussed above, the ratio of the momentum 

thickness of the boundary layer at the trailing edge to the trailing edge thickness is not large. For reasons 
of manufacturability, cost and reliability, the trailing edge thickness is larger than the boundary layer 
momentum thickness. Ratios (θ/D) close to or smaller than 1.0 are of interest from an engineering point of 
view. Here the boundary layers do not merge smoothly to form the wake as in the large θ/D case. Instead, 
large scale Karman vortex formation is present. Smaller scale turbulent structures are found embedded in 
the larger Karman vortices. Thus these wake flows share some attributes with the wakes that are 
obtained using flat plates with blunt trailing edges. A detailed investigation of the wake of the thick plate 
with a circular trailing edge and turbulent separating boundary layers, was initiated by Rai (2013, 2014 & 
2015).  This was accomplished with the aid of DNSs. The boundary layers as well as the wake were 
computed via DNS in these investigations. The separating boundary layers are fully turbulent well 
upstream of the trailing edge and are statistically identical. Thus the wake is symmetric in the mean. 

 
In Rai (2013) distributions of the phase-averaged turbulent intensity and shear stress (random 

component) in the near wake are explored and compared with cylinder experimental data. Wherever 
possible a physical explanation of the origin of the important features of the distributions, as well as one 
based on the distribution of the production term in the corresponding budget, is provided. A new event- 



 

 

based phase-averaging procedure is introduced. Some of the important features of the near wake, such 
as the strength and structure of rib vortices in relation to the shed vortices, their evolution in time, the 
internal structure of shed vortices etc. are investigated here. Some of the findings are as expected (rib 
vortices in the braids) while others such as the presence of intense elongated spanwise vortices instead 
of a single columnar vortex in the cores provide new understanding of the cores and braids and the 
interaction between them.  

 
In Rai (2014) the emphasis is on the stability of the detached shear layers, rib-vortex induced 

reverse flow, and phase-averaged distributions of the random component of normal intensities and shear 
stress and the production term in the corresponding budgets in the very near wake (x/D < 3.0). It was 
determined that, as in the case of the cylinder with laminar separating boundary layers, the flat plate wake 
also exhibits shear layer instability followed by the formation of shear layer vortices that have a profound 
impact on the structure of the shear layer and the formation of the shed vortices. However, unlike the 
cylinder case, here only a small fraction of the separated turbulent boundary layer participates in the initial 
formation of the shed vortices and, it is this fraction that is unstable. An examination of the distribution of 
streamwise velocity in the wake center-plane (Rai, 2014) first led to the discovery of regions of isolated 
reverse flow that are disconnected from the main body of reverse flow in the trailing edge region. They are 
first formed near the trailing edge and convect downstream. These regions are a result of powerful rib 
vortices that are formed in the high-strain-rate region that exists between the shed vortices in their initial 
state; the rib vortices can be quite powerful with streamwise velocities (negative) within them reaching 
40% of the freestream velocity. They are accompanied by pressure minima and relatively high cross-
stream vorticity levels and are observed as far downstream as x/D = 4.0.  

 
In Rai (2015) the emphasis is on entrainment and the instability of the detached shear layers. As 

mentioned earlier only a small fraction of the separating turbulent boundary layer forms the detached 
shear layer and participates in the initial roll-up into the shed vortex. A natural consequence of this 
behavior is that for some distance downstream the wake with its shed vortices ingests fluid that was 
originally part of the turbulent boundary layer. The log-layer eddies are assimilated in this process and 
become a part of the shed vortices or the braids; a visualization is provided in the article. An investigation 
of the effect of increasing θ/D on assimilation/entrainment is also provided. It clearly shows that wakes 
with larger θ/D values continue to assimilate boundary layer fluid for longer (until a larger value of x/D); 
the important contributors to this effect are identified. The study also shows that wake TKE profiles, in the 
region away from the shed vortices and braids, are close to that of the upstream turbulent boundary layer 
(especially in the very near wake for the large θ/D cases). This again is a consequence of the fact that 
much of the turbulent boundary layer does not participate in the initial shed-vortex roll-up process. A 
visualization of shear-layer instability events in a (t, z) plane in Rai (2015) showed that shear-layer vortex 
generation rates can vary as much as a factor of two from event to event. An analysis of velocity 
fluctuations in the upstream boundary layer indicated that high-speed streaks near the trailing edge result 
in higher shear-layer vortex generation rates. 
 

The emphasis in the present study is the asymmetric shedding wake. There are a few earlier 
investigations of asymmetric wakes in the literature. Thomas & Liu (2004) report on an experimental 
investigation of symmetric and asymmetric turbulent wakes behind a flat plate. The thickness of the plate 
is tapered down to 1.6 mm at a taper angle of 2.2o in the last 0.2 meters of the plate length. Hence as in 
earlier flat plate wake experiments the value of θ/DTE is large and little or no shedding is expected. The 
asymmetric wake is obtained by introducing a semicircular bump on the lower side and a suction slot on 
the upper side of the plate. The net effect is a θL/θU ratio of 2.5. Data are provided for adverse, favorable 
and zero pressure-gradient wakes (APG, FPG and ZPG, respectively).  
 

Some of the principal findings of the study by Thomas & Liu (2004) for the ZPG case are, 1) a 
cross-stream migration (downward towards the thicker side of the wake) of the location of the maximum 
local velocity defect with streamwise distance and more rapid wake spreading in the asymmetric case, 2) 
the velocity defect decay rate for both the symmetric and asymmetric cases were found to be nearly the 



 

same and close to a x-1/2 variation, and, 3) a trend toward symmetric velocity profiles downstream in the 
asymmetric case. Velocity defect profiles for the symmetric case showed excellent similarity while the 
asymmetric profiles collapsed reasonably well although not quite symmetric about the centerline. The 
cross-stream distance in the asymmetric case was measured from the location at which maximum 
velocity defect occurs, and it was normalized by the respective wake thickness (upper and lower).  
 

Hah & Lakshminarayana (1982) provide experimentally obtained asymmetric airfoil wake data. 
Asymmetry was achieved via three positive incidence angles. The suction side exhibits a thicker 
boundary layer than the pressure side. This study, as in the previous one examines a flow where trailing 
edge shedding is minimal. Data in the near and intermediate regions of the wake including cross-stream 
profiles of velocity, turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stress are analyzed.  The mean velocity 
profiles were found to be nearly symmetric at 1.5 chords downstream of the trailing edge even though 
they are significantly asymmetric initially. When normalized with the defect velocity and respective wake 
half-thickness values, the velocity profiles exhibited similarity and proximity to a Gaussian distribution 
except in the very near wake particularly in the outer wake region. The authors observe that for the very 
near wake, inner scales are more appropriate than the outer scales that are employed in exploring 
similarity.  Wake width (with an accommodation for changing drag coefficient) was found to vary as the 
square root of the streamwise distance from the trailing edge and, the centerline velocity in the 
intermediate wake according to the log-law (as has been observed for flat plate wakes). Turbulent normal 
intensity profiles were also found to become fairly symmetric at 1.5 chords from the trailing edge. When 
normalized by the local maximum intensity, and length scales corresponding to the half width of the 
intensity profiles, these profiles also collapsed reasonably well.  However, fairly large deviations from a 
Gaussian function were observed in the very near wake and in the outer region of the wake. Reynolds 
shear stress profiles were found to achieve shape similarity at 1.5 chords but peak magnitudes on the 
suction and pressure sides were substantially different.  The shear stress was slower in achieving 
similarity than the normal intensities.  
 

The objective of the present study is to understand the differences in the near wake physics of 
symmetric (Case TT) and asymmetric (Case TL) wakes of a flat plate with a circular trailing edge 
exhibiting vigorous vortex shedding. Data from direct numerical simulations (DNS) are utilized here. The 
asymmetry in the latter case is obtained via a turbulent separating boundary layer on the upper surface of 
the plate and a laminar one on the lower surface. Differences in shed vortex structure/strength and phase-
averaged velocity statistics are investigated in the near wake (x/D < 13.0).  
 

FLAT-PLATE COMPUTATIONAL GRID, FLOW/GEOMETRY PARAMETERS  
AND NUMERICAL METHOD 

 
The computational region for the flat plate DNSs is divided into two zones to facilitate grid 

generation and provide adequate grid resolution for the wake. Figure 1 shows the plate cross-section and 
the two zones that comprise the computational region. The three-dimensional zones and grids are 
obtained by uniformly spacing copies of these two-dimensional zones in the spanwise direction (z). The 
plate zone is bounded by four boundaries: the plate surface (excluding the trailing edge), an external 
boundary and, two zonal boundaries (top and bottom) that interface with the wake zone. The plate zone 
captures the flow-field upstream of the trailing edge including the plate boundary layers. The leading edge 
of the plate is an ellipse. The wake zone is constructed to provide adequate grid resolution for the 
detached shear layers, the recirculation region and the wake. The boundaries of this zone include the 
circular trailing edge, the upper and lower boundaries and the exit boundary. Both the upper and lower 
boundaries consist of a zonal boundary segment that interfaces with the plate zone and a second 
segment that serves as an external boundary.  

 
The present Case TT is the same as Case A in Rai (2013, 2014 & 2015). Only Case TL was 

computed as a part of the current study. The placement of the various boundaries in relation to the plate 



 

 

surface in Case TT (Case A) is provided in Rai (2013, 2014 & 2015). The vertical extent of the wake zone 
near the trailing edge, where its upper/lower boundaries are horizontal is large enough to completely 
contain the wake in all cases (Fig. 4 in Rai 2013 clearly shows the adequacy of this dimension in Case A). 
The spanwise extent of the computational domain in Case A is 4.0D.  

 

 
 
Figure 1.  Midspan plate section and multiple zone discretization of the computational region (Rai 2013). 

 
Figure 2 shows representative grids in the vicinity of the trailing edge in both zones. Both the 

grids have the same spacing in the wall normal direction at the plate surface. Downstream of the region of 
interest (x/D ≈ 13.5), the wake grid coarsens gradually in the x direction. This coarsening reduces 
computational costs and dissipates the wake to a degree that inviscid exit boundary conditions can be 
employed at the exit boundary of the wake zone.  

 
 
Figure 2.  Representative grids in the plate and wake zones in the trailing edge region (Rai 2013). 

 
The wake grid for Case TT was constructed with 741 grid points in the streamwise direction, 411 in the 
cross-stream direction and 256 in the spanwise direction (about 78 x 106 grid points). The resolution 



 

achieved along the centerline in the three spatial directions at x/D = 10.0 is approximately Δx/η = 3.7, 
Δy/η = 2.2 and Δz/η = 2.1 where η is the computed Kolmogorov length scale at the same location. The 
grid resolution in the plate grid in the x, y and z directions for this case is about 17.8, 0.84 and 6.6 wall 
units respectively, based on the wall shear velocity near the end of the plate.  The adequacy of the grid 
resolution and domain size used is demonstrated in Rai (2013 & 2014). A comparison of computed 
boundary layer turbulent intensities with experimental data is provided in Rai (2013). The computations 
are performed at a Mach number of 0.2. The computational domain and grid used to compute Case TL is 
identical to that used in Case TT. 
 

A high-order accurate upwind-biased method is used here to compute the flow over the plate as 
well as that in the wake. The convective terms are computed using sixth- and seventh-order upwind-
biased finite differences, both with seventh-order dissipation terms. The viscous terms are computed with 
fourth-order central differences. The method is iterative-implicit in nature, multiple iterations are employed 
at each time-step to solve the nonlinear finite-difference equations arising from a fully implicit formulation; 
the method is second-order accurate in time. The boundaries that contain the computational grids can be 
classified as natural and zonal boundaries.  The natural boundaries include the external boundary of the 
plate grid, the surface of the plate, the exit boundary of the wake grid, the segments of the upper and 
lower boundaries of the wake grid labeled as “external boundary” in Fig. 1, and, the boundaries in the z 
direction. The upstream segment of the upper boundary between the plate and wake grids is an example 
of the zonal boundaries used in the computation. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the 
boundaries in the z direction (homogeneity in z). No-slip/adiabatic wall conditions are used on the plate 
surface. Wall blowing/suction is implemented on a short segment of the upper surface of the plate (and 
lower surface in Case TT) to induce boundary layer transition to turbulence; flow transition occurs well 
upstream of the trailing edge. The transitional/turbulent boundary layers and the wake are all computed 
via DNS. The natural and zonal boundary conditions, and the high-order accurate upwind-biased finite-
difference method used here are discussed in detail in the author’s earlier articles cited in Rai (2015). 

 

RESULTS 
 
The plate computations were performed at a Mach number of 0.2. The Reynolds number based 

on the diameter, and plate length, are 10,000 and 1,255,000, respectively. The initial transients were 
eliminated by integrating the governing equations over a period corresponding to a large number of 
trailing edge vortex-shedding periods. The time step in both cases was the same. The computed Strouhal 
numbers in Cases TT and TL are 0.173 & 0.205, respectively. 

 
In the following contour plots the colors blue/green represent negative values (deep blue 

representing the lowest value) of the term/quantity being discussed.  Orange, red and magenta represent 
positive values (magenta bordering on white representing the highest value). Shades of yellow represent 
values close to zero. In figures containing multiple subplots of contours, the minimum and maximum value 
specified and, the increment between consecutive contour values is the same. Thus contours/features in 
the subplots can be directly compared.   
 

Figures 3a & 3b, showing contours of instantaneous spanwise velocity in the trailing edge region 
for Cases TT & TL, respectively, are provided as an introduction to the symmetric and asymmetric flat 
plate wakes. Spanwise velocity fluctuations are an excellent indicator of the three-dimensionality of the 
turbulent boundary layer and wake in these two cases where the mean flow is two-dimensional. The lower 
shed vortices in Case TL are evident in Fig. 3b. The signature of the rib vortices in the region between 
shed vortices (long thin structures, one of them is shown in Fig.3a, blue arrow) can be discerned. The 
clear demarcation between the wakes and the outer flow in both the cases is also evident. Of particular 
interest to this study is the turbulent nature of the both the upper & lower boundary layers in Fig. 3a (Case 
TT) and turbulent/laminar boundary layer combination in Fig. 3b (Case TL, the lower laminar boundary 
does not exhibit spanwise velocity fluctuations). 



 

 

 
Figure 3.  Contours of instantaneous spanwise velocity in an (x, y) plane a) Case TT b) Case TL: 

red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 
 
Phase-Averaged Turbulence Statistics 

 
The fluctuating density, pressure and velocity components in the flow field are assumed to 

contain a mean component, a periodic component at shedding frequency ωst (and harmonics thereof), 
and a random turbulent component as in Reynolds & Hussain (1972). Thus a flow variable q is written as 

 
q = q  + ʹq  + ʹ́q                                                                                                 (1)  
 

where q  is the mean value, and !q  and !!q  are the random and periodic fluctuating components, 
respectively. The phase-averaged value < q >   (average at constant phase) is given by 

<q φ( )> = q  + ʹ́q φ( )                                                                                                      (2)  

where φ  is the phase, 0.0 ≤ φ  ≤ 1.0. Phase-averaged turbulence statistics are computed by averaging 
the computed data both at constant phase and in the spanwise direction (since the flow is homogeneous 



 

in this direction) and are obtained over approximately 160 shedding periods in both cases. The phase-
averaging method used here is described in Appendix B of Rai (2013). 

One of the objectives of the present study is to better understand the observed distribution of the 
normal intensities and shear stress (random component) in the braid and vortex core regions. For that we 
will resort to the budget of the phase-averaged turbulent stresses (Rai, 2012) later in the text. The 
incompressible form of the transport equations for the these stresses are obtained as 

ρ
D< ʹui ʹu j>

Dt
  = Pij  + Tij  + Πij  + Dij  - εij                                                                   (3)  

where
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In Eqs. 3 & 4, p is the pressure, ui  (i = 1, 2, 3) are the velocity components in the streamwise, cross-
stream and spanwise directions ( xi ), 

€ 

µ  is the viscosity of the fluid and repeated indices denote 
summation. The budget terms are similar to the ones obtained via time-averages as in Mansour, Kim & 
Moin (1988). Assuming the periodic fluctuations to be zero and replacing the phase-averaged quantities 
with their time-averaged counterparts in Eqs. 3 & 4 yields the formulation of Mansour, Kim & Moin (1988). 
As observed in their article, the velocity pressure-gradient term can be split into a pressure transport term 
and a pressure strain term; this is achieved here as well to yield 
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∂xi
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⎞

⎠
⎟⎟                                       (5)   

The turbulent diffusion terms are more than order of magnitude smaller than the other terms and are 
hence not discussed here. 

A Comparison of Shed-Vortex Structure/Strength in Cases TT & TL 

Contours of phase-averaged spanwise vorticity for Cases TT & TL are shown in Fig. 4 (vorticity 
has been filtered with a three-point filter to reduce high-frequency oscillations in the contours). Figure 4a 
shows contours for Case TT when the lower vortex core is at x/D = 5.5. Figures 4b & 4c show contours 
for Case TL when the lower and upper cores occupy the same streamwise location, respectively.  

 
The streamwise evolution of the shed vortices in the two cases is better understood by examining 

the ratio of the magnitude of peak phase-averaged vorticity of relevant pairs of vortices of interest. Table 1 
provides these ratios. Ratio # 1 (0.95) is close to unity. 
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Figure 4. Contours of phase-averaged spanwise vorticity, ‘X’ marks the location of the vortex of interest at 

x/D = 5.5: a) Case TT (lower positive vortex), b) Case TL (lower positive vortex) and c) Case TL (upper 
negative vortex); red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative 

values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 
 
This is the ratio of peak vorticity obtained in the upper vortices in cases TL & TT at inception (inception is 
defined as when the peak in phase-averaged spanwise vorticity first appears). The proximity to 1.0 is to 
be expected since the boundary layer is turbulent in both cases and is nearly the same (velocity statistics 
upstream of the trailing edge). Ratio # 2 (1.27) indicates a more powerful lower vortex than the upper one 
at inception in Case TL. Ratio # 3 (1.21) shows that the lower vortex in Case TL is more powerful than its 
counterpart in Case TT, both at inception. Ratio # 4 (0.49) shows that during the travel from inception 
point (x/D = 1.09) to the downstream location x/D = 5.5, the upper vortex in Case TL weakens 
considerably more than its counterpart in Case TT (ratio decrease from 0.95 to 0.49). Ratio # 5 (3.45) 
shows extreme weakening of the upper vortex in Case TL when compared to the lower vortex in Case TL 



 

(ratio increase from 1.27 to 3.45). Ratio # 6 (1.69) shows that the shed vortices in Case TT weaken in 
relation to the lower one in Case TL as they travel from the point of inception to x/D = 5.5 (increase in 
ratio from 1.21 to 1.69). 
 

Ratio #           Vortex A 
        of interest 

            Vortex B  
           of interest 

Ratio (A/B) 

   1) Upper vortex, inception, 
   x/D = 1.09, Case TL 

Lower/upper vortex, inception, 
      x/D = 0.99, Case TT 

     0.95 

   2) Lower vortex, inception, 
   x/D = 1.05, Case TL 

    Upper vortex, inception, 
        x/D = 1.09, Case TL 

     1.27 

   3) Lower vortex, inception, 
     x/D = 1.05, Case TL 

Lower/upper vortex, inception, 
      x/D = 0.99, Case TT 

     1.21 

   4) Upper vortex, x/D = 5.5, 
         Case TL 

     Lower/upper vortex,  
      x/D = 5.5, Case TT 

      0.49 

   5) Lower vortex, x/D = 5.5, 
         Case TL 

    Upper vortex, x/D = 5.5, 
             Case TL 

      3.45 

   6) Lower vortex, x/D = 5.5, 
         Case TL 

      Lower/upper vortex,  
       x/D = 5.5, Case TT 

      1.69 

 
Table 1. Ratios of magnitude of peak phase-averaged spanwise vorticity associated with various pairs of 

vortices at locations of interest. 
 

The questions that arise from the ratios provided above are as follows: Given that the upper 
boundary layer is turbulent in both cases and is nearly the same why is the peak negative vorticity (upper 
vortex) in Case TL less than half that obtained in Case TT at x/D = 5.5? This is particularly interesting 
given that at inception the upper vortices in both cases have nearly the same peak vorticity (ratio of 0.95, 
TL/TT). A related question is as follows: why is the lower vortex so much more powerful than the upper 
one in Case TL at x/D = 5.5, given that the initial ratio for these two vortices is 1.27 (evolves into 3.45)? 
Secondly, why is the lower positive vortex at inception in Case TL stronger than both its counterpart in 
Case TT (1.21, TL/TT) and the upper vortex in Case TL (1.27, lower/upper, Case TL)? Thirdly, why is the 
lower vortex in Case TL better preserved than in Case TT (the ratio TL/TT increases from 1.21 to 1.69)?  
 

Figures 5a & 5b show contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity for Case TT and TL, 
respectively. Both figures show the formation of the lower positive vortex and the inception of the upper 
negative vortex (all vortices marked with an ‘X’). The highly fragmented nature of the lower detached 
shear layer (DSL) that is in the process of rolling up to form the lower vortex in Fig. 5a is apparent. 
Fragmentation is largely a result of the DSL instability. In addition, the lower vortex in Fig. 5a contains 
regions of both positive and negative vorticity with the regions of positive vorticity dominating. Here and 
later in the text, we will refer to this phenomenon where regions of negative vorticity are embedded in 
positive vortices and vice versa as ‘vortex contamination’ or simply ‘contamination’. As seen in Fig. 5b, 
the lower DSL (laminar separating boundary layer) that is in the process of rolling up is less fragmented 
and the corresponding vortex shows a lower level of contamination. Contamination levels are higher 
further downstream even in Case TL as seen from the positive vortex downstream in Fig. 5b, at about x/D 
= 4.0; the shape of this vortex, however, is better preserved than its counterpart in Fig. 5a. 

 
Another point of interest with regard to the initial roll-up of the DSL is that when the separating 

boundary layer is turbulent only a small fraction of the boundary layer (less than 35 wall units above the 
wall in Case TT) rolls up into the shed vortex (Fig. 4, Rai, 2014). The log-layer eddies convect past the 
trailing edge largely unaltered. Thus only a fraction of the boundary layer vorticity (accumulated over one 
shedding period) is contained in the shed vortex. When the separating plate boundary layer is laminar a 
large percentage of the vorticity in the separating boundary layer was found to accumulate in the shed 



 

 

vortex in the flat plate case investigated in Rai (2014, Fig. 25). These two features can be observed in 
Figs. 5a & 5b as well. The convection of the log-layer eddies past the trailing edge, without being 
assimilated by the developing shed vortices, above and below the centerline in Fig. 5a and above the 
centerline in Fig. 5b is evident. The accumulation of most of the vorticity associated with the lower laminar 
boundary layer (in the shed vortex) is also evident in Fig. 5b. 

 
Vortex contamination, DSL fragmentation, the vorticity contained within the boundary layer (profile 

integral), and the extent to which the boundary layer participates in the initial shed vortex formation 
process are all factors that affect the peak phase-averaged spanwise vorticity of the initial shed vortex. 
Vortex contamination and DSL fragmentation assert themselves in the phase-averaging process 
(averaging in z and constant phase) and the last two items via the total shed-vortex bound vorticity. An 
exhaustive study of the relative importance of these factors in defining the strength of the shed vortex is 
beyond the scope of the current study. However, as a consequence, in Case TL the lower shed vortex is 
stronger than the upper one and this has a profound effect on the development of the wake. The effect of 
a stronger lower shed vortex on the development of the weaker upper shed vortex is explored below. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity in an (x, y) plane showing formation of lower 
positive shed vortex a) Case TT & b) Case TL; red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, 

green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 



 

Figures 6a & 6b show contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity at two instants in time for 
Case TL. Both figures show an upper negative shed vortex (UNSV) and a lower positive shed vortex 
(LPSV). The approximate centers of these vortices, obtained via z-averaged pressure contours, are 
marked with an ‘X’. Figure 6a shows three smaller ‘constituent’ regions of negative vorticity (A, B & C). 
Regions B and C are seen to be associated with the UNSV; region A is in close proximity to the UNSV but 
within the braid connecting the UNSV and LPSV. Figure 6b shows vorticity contours several time steps 
later. The LPSV has travelled about 0.8D downstream during this period. Figure 6b also shows the same 
three constituent regions of vorticity (A, B & C). However, at this point in time they are embedded in the 
LPSV. The LPSV has essentially acquired the constituent regions of negative vorticity of the UNSV. This 
is not an isolated incident. Animations show that the more powerful LPSV rapidly accumulates the 
constituent negative regions of vorticity of the UNSV. The accumulation process is more rapid when the 
shed vortices are just formed and are in close proximity to each other. The end effect of this loss of 
negative vorticity from the UNSV to the LPSV is a weakening of both the shed vortices. In a relative 
sense, the UNSV suffers more from this effect than the LPSV because the LPSV is stronger. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity for Case TL showing constituent regions of 

negative spanwise vorticity at a) time step n = 248050 & b) time step = 248500; red/magenta represent 
high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 
 



 

 

A comparison of the UNSV related contours in Figs. 6a and 6b shows both weakening and 
distortion of the UNSV. These effects are also evident in the contours of phase-averaged spanwise 
vorticity in Fig. 4c. The UNSV is far from circular and much weaker than obtained in Case TT. The 
powerful rotational flow of the LPSV both shears the UNSV downstream of it and draws it closer to itself. 
This results in an uneven spacing of the shed vortices (the UNSVs in Case TL do not occur close to the 
midpoint between two successive LPSVs as in Case TT). It should be noted that the UNSV also 
accumulates constituent regions off positive vorticity from the braid and the upstream LPSV but is less 
effective in this process. While the acquisition discussed thus far increases contamination of the shed 
vortices, decontamination is also possible; for example, acquisition of the positive constituent regions of 
vorticity from the UNSV by the LPSV. This is expected to be a secondary effect since the primary 
constituents of the UNSV are regions of negative vorticity. 

 
Since Figs. 6a & 6b only provide information at specific instants in time, we next explore the 

extent of contamination in a phase-averaged sense. The phase-averaged positive and negative spanwise 
vorticity components < Ωz

±>  are defined as follows: 
 
           < Ωz

±>  = < Ωz  ±  Ωz >  / 2                                                         (6)  
 

The sum of the two components yields the conventional phase-averaged spanwise vorticity. Figures 7a 
and 7b show contours of the positive and negative components (Case TL), respectively, when the LPSV 
is at the location x/D = 7.2. Figure 7c shows the sum of the two components. The deep incursion of 
< Ωz

−>  into the region occupied by the LPSV at x/D = 7.2 is evident. There is a peak value of < Ωz
−>  at 

the location marked with an ‘O’ in Fig. 7b. This peak is located below the core of the LPSV, thus further 
emphasizing the transport of negative vorticity below the centerline.  
 

In a similar fashion the transport of positive vorticity above the centerline (albeit weaker) is seen 
in Fig. 7a. Here there is a peak in < Ωz

+>  but upstream of the UNSV (also marked with an ‘O’, UNSV core 
occurs downstream of x/D = 8.0 and does not appear in the figure). It is evident from Figs. 7a & 7b that 
the upward transport of < Ωz

+>  is weaker than the downward transport of < Ωz
−> . The ratio of the 

magnitudes of these two ‘acquired’ peaks at the points marked with an ‘O’ (lower negative to upper 
positive) is 1.36. This indicates that the LPSV acquires more negative vorticity than the UNSV acquires 
positive vorticity.  

 
There are two reinforcing effects to be considered at this point. One is the weakening of both 

vortices because of the acquisition of vorticity of the opposite sign. The second is the weakening of each 
vortex caused by the loss of vorticity of its own sign. Figure 7 and the ratio 1.36 provided above indicate 
that the second effect is the dominant one on the UNSV in Case TL. Contamination has a lesser effect on 
the LPSV (since it is stronger) than loss has on the UNSV. There is also the possibility that because the 
UNSV is weaker at inception, even the smaller amount of contamination it absorbs is sufficient to weaken 
it considerably as it travels downstream. Overall, the combined effects of vorticity loss and vortex 
contamination (related phenomena), and weakness at inception, results in a much weaker upper vortex 
than the lower one (a factor of 3.5 in peak phase-averaged spanwise vorticity at x/D = 5.5). 
 

The constituent regions of vorticity A, B & C in Figs. 6a & 6b are not acquired by the LPSV 
directly from the UNSV but via the braid connecting the two. A consequence of many such transfers 
contributes to the high levels of < Ωz

−>  in the braid region seen in Fig. 7b (and also the elevated levels of 

< Ωz
+>  in the braid in Fig. 7a). However, as discussed in Rai (2015) the assimilation of the log-layer 

eddies by the braids (and shed vortices) also contributes to the accumulation of vorticity in the braids. In 



 

addition, there is the strengthening of spanwise vortical disturbances in the braid as a result of fluctuating 
strain rates (Rai 2013). 

 
Figure 7. Contours of phase-averaged spanwise vorticity for Case TL, ‘X’ marks the location of the lower 

positive vortex of interest at x/D = 7.2: a) < Ωz
+> , b) < Ωz

−>  & c) < Ωz> ; 
red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 
A Comparison of Phase-Averaged Velocity Statistics  
 

In this section differences in the distribution of the phase-averaged normal intensities and shear 
stress (random component) in Cases TT & TL, and the important contributors to these differences are 
explored. Contours of the phase-averaged streamwise normal intensity < !u !u >  for Case TT when the 
lower vortex is located at x/D = 4.98 (vortex positions marked with an ‘X’ in this and the following figures) 



 

 

are shown in Fig. 8a. Of interest are the peaks near the vortex cores and in the braid regions (braid 
regions are indicated with an arrow). The entire braid region shows elevated levels of < !u !u > . As 
discussed in Rai (2013), the higher levels of < !u !u >  in the braid region are a result of powerful rib 
vortices in this region. The peaks near the vortex cores are discussed below. 
 

 
Figure 8. Contours of < !u !u > : a) Case TT and b) Case TL,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices 

of interest; red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 
 
Figure 8b shows contours of < !u !u >  for Case TL (lower vortex again at x/D = 4.98). Clearly both the 
lower-shed-vortex and braid region peaks are much higher in Case TL than in Case TT. The ratio of 
lower-core-vortex related peak values is approximately 1.4 (TL to TT). The upper vortex core is in closer 
proximity to the lower one in Case TL than in Case TT. The peak associated with this upper core in Case 
TL (marked with an ‘O’ in Fig. 8b) is much weaker than the lower one (ratio of 0.37, upper to lower). It is 
also weaker than upper-vortex-core related peak of Case TT (ratio of 0.67, TL to TT). 
 

To better understand the observed distributions of < !u !u >  we turn to the production term in the 
transport equation for this term. Figures 9a & 9b show contours of the turbulence production term P11 in 
the budget of < !u !u >  for Cases TT & TL, respectively. As in the case of phase-averaged vorticity, the 
production term (and other budget terms presented later in the text) has been filtered with a three-point 
filter to reduce high-frequency oscillations in the contours. In addition, here and in the following contours 
plots, the contour corresponding to the value zero has been omitted to clearly demarcate 
positive/negative regions. The production term is given by (Eqs. 3 & 4), 

P11 = -2ρ < ʹu ʹu >∂<u>
∂x

 +  < ʹu ʹv >∂<u>
∂y

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥                                                               (7)  

The term  < !u !w >∂ < u > ∂z ) does not appear in Eq. 7 (homogeneity in the z direction). The braid region 
shows significant turbulence production and contains a local maximum in production in both cases. These 
two features are consistent with those seen in Fig. 8 (high intensity in the braid with a local maximum). 
The braids emanating from the cores first move upstream and then downstream. In the region where they 
turn the braids and the rib vortices contained within them have a large cross-stream vorticity component 
thus resulting in large values of !u  and a maximum in < !u !u > . The rib vortices are also subject to 
stretching by the phase-averaged strain rate caused by the two shed vortices at the ends of the braid. 



 

 
Figure 9. Contours of the production term P11 with lower vortex core at x/D = 4.98: 

a) Case TT and b) Case TL,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices of interest; red/magenta 
represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 
The lower vortex cores show a positive production rate that is consistent with the maximum in 

intensity that exists in the core. As mentioned in Rai (2013), in the vicinity of the vortex cores the contour 
lines of < u > are essentially horizontal and densely packed in the vertical direction, thus yielding small 
values of the x-derivative and large values of the y-derivative of < u >. The second term in the equation for 
P11, containing the shear stress, is thus the dominant one.  Since for the vortices below the centerline the 
velocity derivative is negative and < !u !v >  is positive (see Fig. 19), P11 in these vortex cores is positive 
(similar reasoning applies to the upper cores). In fact a maximum occurs near each vortex core.  
Physically, the presence of spanwise elongated segments of spanwise vorticity and, segments of rib 
vortices contained within the core and aligned with it both result in high values of < !u !u >  and a local 
maximum in the core (Rai, 2013). 
 

Figures 9a & 9b provide a better understanding of the relative values of the maxima in < !u !u >  in 
Figs. 8a & 8b. For example, the ratio of the maxima of P11 at the lower cores of Cases TT and TL is 2.3 
(TL to TT); this is consistent with the higher value of < !u !u >  at the lower vortex core of Case TL. In 
addition the peak value of P11 associated with the upper vortex in Case TL in Fig. 9b is very low and is 
thus consistent with the correspondingly lower peak in < !u !u >  in Fig. 8b. However, it is not only the 
production term that determines the distributions of < !u !u >  seen in Fig. 8; the other budget terms of Eqs. 
3 & 4 also play important roles. The transport, dissipation and velocity pressure-gradient terms are 
discussed shortly. 

 
The core related peaks in < !u !u >  in Case TT are essentially constant in the region 3.5 < x/D < 

4.75 and subsequently decrease with increasing x/D (braid related peaks decrease continuously from x/D 
= 3.5). Cores and braids that are well defined first appear at about x/D = 2.5 (Rai, 2014); the first 3.5 
diameters are roughly the formative region in this case. However, Case TL exhibits a different evolution of 
< !u !u >  as the shed vortices travel downstream. Figures 10a -10d show < !u !u >  distributions for Case 
TL when the lower vortex is at the locations x/D = 3.50, 4.98, 7.21 & 9.55, respectively.  

 
It is clear from these figures that while the braid related peak decreases with increasing x/D, the 

lower-vortex-core related maximum first increases and then decreases with increasing x/D. This of course 



 

 

can be interpreted as Case TL possessing an extended formative region where the basic topological 
features of the < !u !u >  distribution remain the same but the magnitudes are in considerable flux.  

 
Figure 10. Contours of < !u !u >  for Case TL with vortex cores at (marked with an ‘X’) a) x/D = 3.50, b) x/D 

= 4.98, c) x/D = 7.21 & d) x/D = 9.55; red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Variation of lower-vortex-core related peak in < !u !u >  with x/D, Case TL. 



 

Figure 11 shows the variation of the core-related peak value of < !u !u >  at the four streamwise 
stations of Fig. 10 (normalized by the peak value at x/D = 3.5). The value at x/D = 7.21 is about 1.7 times 
larger than at x/D = 3.5 and decreases thereafter. In the following, some of the reasons underlying this 
surprising evolutionary behavior, in the lower-core related peak value of < !u !u >  in Case TL, are 
explored. In the process the distributions of the budget terms in the two cases are discussed and 
compared. 
 

Figures 12a and 12b show the distributions of the transport term T11 in the budget for < !u !u >  in 
Cases TT & TL, respectively. As in Fig. 8, the lower vortex core is at x/D = 4.98 in both figures. In Fig. 12a 
the braid region shows three distinct layers. The transport term is negative in the middle layer and positive 
in the two outer layers indicating transport of < !u !u >  out of the relatively higher intensity middle layer into 
the lower intensity outer layers. The core regions show a central negative minimum and two peripheral 
positive maxima, again indicating transport of < !u !u >  from the core to the two low intensity regions 
located above and below the core seen in Fig. 8 (the star in Fig. 8a is at a local minimum in intensity). The 
distribution of the transport term in Fig. 12a is not surprising; it reflects the distribution of < !u !u > . 

 
While the braid related layers are present in Fig. 12b as well, the vortex core region is markedly 

different than in Fig. 12a. The inner core shows a positive maximum for T11, which contributes to further 
strengthening of < !u !u >  in the inner core. This maximum is flanked by two negative minima (blue 
arrows). The ratio of the upstream minimum value of T11 to the core minimum in Fig. 12a is about 1.3. The 
corresponding ratio for the downstream minimum in Fig. 12b is 0.9. Both ratios are less than the ratio 
obtained for production in the core (2.3, TL to TT, as stated earlier). Thus, Case TL does not exhibit a 
proportionately higher transport rate of < !u !u >  out of the core region.  This is one of the contributing 
factors to the increasing value of lower-core related < !u !u >  for about four diameters of vortex travel 
downstream (Figs. 10 & 11). Further downstream, the distribution of T11 in Case TL, in the lower core 
region is very similar to that obtained in Case TT in Fig. 12a. This feature is consistent with the decrease 
seen in peak < !u !u >  in Fig. 10. The upper core in Fig. 12b does show a negative minimum in its vicinity 
as in Fig. 12a. The ratio of peak negative transport values associated with the upper cores in Figs. 12a & 
12b is about 0.8 (TL to TT). This again is consistent with the weaker upper vortex in Case TL. 

 

 
Figure 12. Contours of the transport term T11 with lower vortex core at x/D = 4.98: 

 a) Case TT and b) Case TL,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices of interest; red/magenta 
represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 



 

 

Figures 13a & 13b show the distributions of the dissipation term ε11 in the budget for < !u !u >  in 
Cases TT & TL, respectively. The lower vortex core is at x/D = 4.98 in both figures. Both the braids and 
cores in Fig. 13a, Case TT, show high levels of dissipation with a maximum near each core. Case TL, in 
Fig. 13b, also shows the same general attributes. The peak associated with the upper core is not 
apparent in Fig. 13b. A significantly larger number of contours show a maximum slightly to the left of this 
core. More importantly, the ratio of peak dissipation rates in the lower cores is 1.35 (TL to TT). Hence, the 
dissipation rate in Case TL is not proportionately higher (the peak production rate in Case TL is 2.3 times 
higher). Thus, the relatively lower turbulent dissipation rate ε11 (relative to the increase in production) is 
also a contributing factor to the increase in the lower-core related peak value of < !u !u >  in Case TL seen 
in Figs. 10 & 11. 

 
Figure 13. Contours of the dissipation term ε11 with lower vortex core at x/D = 4.98:  

a) Case TT and b) Case TL,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices of interest; red/magenta 
represent high/highest positive values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 

 
Figure 14. Contours of the velocity pressure-gradient term π11 with lower vortex core at x/D = 4.98: 

a) Case TT and b) Case TL, ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices of interest;  
red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 



 

Figures 14a & 14b show contours of the velocity pressure gradient term π11 in cases TT & TL, 
respectively. The center of the vortex in both cases is embedded in a region of negative π11 (leading to a 
reduction of < !u !u >  with vortex travel). The negative peak obtained in Case TL is higher than that 
obtained in Case TT by a factor of 3.22. This ratio is greater than the factor of 2.3 obtained for the 
production term. This of course raises the following question: is the magnitude large enough to 
compensate for the relatively lower transport and dissipation rates obtained in Case TL? The answer lies 
in the distribution of the combined contribution of all the budget terms (right hand side of Eq. 3, term R11). 

 
Contours of the term R11 for the cases TT and TL are provided in Figs. 15a & 15b. The nearly 

circular core region of the lower vortex in Fig. 15a consists of four lobes. The lobes closely correspond to 
the four quadrants (Q1, Q2, Q3 & Q4) of this circular region. R11 is largely negative in quadrants Q1 & Q3 
(with associated negative peaks) and it is largely positive in quadrants Q2 & Q4 with corresponding 
positive peaks. The center of the vortex shows a slightly positive value of R11; more importantly the 
location of peak < !u !u > , indicated with a star (magenta), is in a region of negative R11. This is consistent 
with the peak value of < !u !u >  decreasing as the vortex travels downstream. We note that the negative 
contours are the ones that are continuous through the central region (a negative pathway). As expected 
the upper vortex located further downstream shows a very similar pattern of lobes. The braid region 
connecting the two cores shows mostly negative values of R11. Figure 16 shows a superimposition of 
contours of R11 (Fig. 15a) on contours of < !u !u >  (Fig. 8a).  
 

 
Figure 15. Contours of the term R11 with lower vortex core at x/D = 4.98:  

a) Case TT and b) Case TL, ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices of interest;  
red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 
In Case TL both the center of the vortex and the peak in < !u !u >  (the peak almost coincides with 

the center as can be seen in Fig. 8b) are both located in a region where the term R11 is positive. In fact 
the core nearly coincides with a positive peak in R11. This is consistent with the rapid increase in peak 
< !u !u >  observed in Figs. 10 & 11. In Case TL the distribution of R11 is in a state of considerable flux. 
When the core is at x/D = 9.55 as in Fig. 10d, the peak in < !u !u >  is located in a region of negative R11 as 
in case TT (Fig. 15a) and this is consistent with the decrease in < !u !u >  seen at this streamwise location 
(Figs. 10d & 11). Although much of the discussion has focused on the vortices, a portion of the braid with 
the related peak in both cases (with lower vortex cores at x/D = 4.98) is located in a region of negative 
R11, and that is consistent with the observed decrease in these peaks with increasing x/D. 



 

 

 
Figure 16. Contours of R11 from Case TT (Fig. 15a, vortex core at x/D = 4.98) superimposed on contours 

of < !u !u >  (dashed light blue contours, from Fig. 8a); 
red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 
Figure 17a & 17b shows contours of < !u !u >  obtained at x/D = 4.98 & 10.99 in Case TT. There 

are a few features of interest to be noticed in these two figures. 
 

 
Figure 17. Contours of < !u !u >  for Case TT with lower vortex cores located at a) x/D = 4.98 and b) X/D = 

10.99,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive vortices of interest; red/magenta represent high/highest 
positive values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 



 

Firstly, the region of core-related high < !u !u >  changes from nearly circular to an elliptic shape with the 
major axis tilted at a small angle away from the centerline (see blue line in Figs. 17a & 17b). This is 
consistent with the four-lobed pattern of R11 seen in Fig. 15a and Fig. 16 (signs included). The region 
containing the minimum shown with a magenta arrow (minimum located at blue star) is much larger at x/D 
= 10.99 and the positive minimum value itself is lower by a factor of 1.35 at x/D = 10.99. This is consistent 
with the region of negative R11 corresponding to Q1 and the braid region connecting the two cores (Fig. 
16). The peak in < !u !u >  within the braid region decreases with increasing x/D and is consistent with the 
region of negative R11 (peak of this region of negative R11 is shown with a magenta arrow in Fig. 16). The 
region shown with a white arrow in Fig. 16 has slightly positive R11 values and serves to expand the braid 
region upward and upstream (towards the upper left corner of the plot). 
 

While the discussion above is a fairly extensive description of the distribution of each of the 
budget terms and R11, and their effect on the evolution of the distribution of < !u !u > , it helps in 
understanding a very complex feature. The increase in core related peak < !u !u >  with increasing x/D in 
Case TL is a result of rates of dissipation and outbound transport that are not proportionately higher in 
comparison to the higher rate of production obtained in this case. The increase in peak < !u !u >  with 
increasing x/D occurs in spite of the more than proportionate increase in the magnitude of core related 
negative velocity pressure-gradient values (comparing cases TT & TL). The exercise also demonstrates 
how the budget terms may be used in understanding the evolution of phase-averaged turbulent stresses. 

 
Contours of the phase-averaged cross-stream normal intensity < ʹv ʹv >  in Cases TT & TL are 

shown in Figs. 18a &18b. Both the braid and core regions show high levels of < ʹv ʹv >  with a maximum 
at each core and a saddle point in each braid. Peak values of < ʹv ʹv >  decrease with increasing x/D (for 
x/D > 3.5) as the vortices travel downstream for both upper and lower vortices in both Cases TT & TL. 
The reasons underlying the features of the distribution of < ʹv ʹv >  in Fig. 18a are provided in Rai (2013). 
 

 
Figure 18. Contours of < ʹv ʹv > :  a) Case TT and b) Case TL,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive 

vortices of interest; red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 
 
Contours of the phase-averaged shear stress < ʹu ʹv >  in Cases TT & TL are shown in Figs. 19a 

&19b (same lower vortex locations as in Fig. 8). As expected the distribution is largely negative above the 
centerline and positive below it. Both the braids and vortex cores show elevated levels of < ʹu ʹv > . The 



 

 

braid regions both above and below the centerline in both cases show a peak. Peak values also exist in 
the lower core regions in both cases TT & TL and in the upper core of Case TT. The upper core of Case 
TL does not possess a peak. We note here that the minimum and maximum contour levels and the 
number of contours in Figs. 8, 18 & 19 are the same. The distributions of the budget terms for < ʹv ʹv >  
and < ʹu ʹv >  are not included here but do provide an understanding of the distributions of these turbulent 
stresses. The reasons for the distribution of < ʹu ʹv >  seen in Fig. 19a, including an explanation based on 
the production term P12 are provided in Rai (2013). 
 

 
Figure 19. Contours of < ʹu ʹv > : a) Case TT and b) Case TL,  ‘X’ marks the location of consecutive 

vortices of interest; red/magenta represent high/highest positive values, green/blue low/lowest negative 
values, yellow ≈ 0.0. 

 
The distributions of normal intensity, shear stress and budget terms provided in this section show 

the differences in the dynamics of the symmetric and asymmetric cases and may prove to be useful in 
accurately modeling wake turbulence.  

 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
This investigation focuses on the near wake of a flat plate. Two cases are investigated here; the 

first is a symmetric wake, where both the upper and lower boundary layers are turbulent and statistically 
the same, and the second is an asymmetric wake where the upper boundary layer is turbulent and the 
lower one is laminar. Direct numerical simulations of these cases were performed with a high-order 
accurate upwind biased scheme. The objective here is to investigate the evolution of the wakes in the two 
cases in the region x/D < 13.0. The focus is on shed-vortex structure/evolution and phase-averaged 
velocity statistics. The two wakes are explored with the aid of contours of instantaneous and phase-
averaged spanwise vorticity, and contours of phase-averaged turbulence intensities and shear stress and 
the budget terms in the corresponding transport equations. 

 
Phase-averaged contours of spanwise vorticity showed that in the asymmetric case peak vorticity 

in the upper vortex core was a factor of 1.27 smaller than in the lower vortex core at inception. This factor 
grows to 3.45 at the location x/D = 5.5. In addition, the lower vortex core in this case has a peak vorticity 
value 1.21 times greater at inception than obtained in Case TT. These effects are explained here via 



 

processes such as DSL fragmentation, vortex contamination and the extent of the upstream boundary 
layer that participates in the formation of the shed vortex. One of the primary causes underlying the 
extreme weakening of the upper shed vortex in Case TL is the loss of negative vorticity to, and acquisition 
of positive vorticity from, the lower shed vortex. This process starts at vortex inception and continues as 
the vortices travel downstream. In a phase-averaged sense the upper vortices are sheared (not nearly 
circular as the lower ones) and are closer to the upstream lower vortex instead of midway between two 
lower vortices as in Case TT.  

 
The distributions of phase-averaged intensities and shear stress (random component) in the two 

cases are also examined here and compared. One striking difference between the two cases is that in 
Case TL there is a rapid increase in the core-related peak value of < !u !u >  between x/D = 3.5 and 7.2 
followed by a fairly rapid decrease thereafter. The core related peak in < !u !u >  in Case TT is essentially 
the same for 3.5 < x/D < 4.75 and subsequently decreases with increasing x/D. This difference between 
the two cases was studied extensively via the budget terms in the transport equation for < !u !u > . It was 
found that the turbulent production rate in the region of interest was substantially higher in Case TL. The 
increase in peak < !u !u >  with increasing x/D in Case TL is a result of rates of dissipation and transport 
that are not proportionately higher in comparison to the increase in the rate of production (notwithstanding 
the more than proportionate increase in the magnitude of core related velocity pressure-gradient values in 
Case TL). The exercise also demonstrates how, in general, the budget terms may be used in 
understanding the evolution of phase-averaged turbulent intensities and shear stress. Differences in the 
distributions of < ʹv ʹv >  and < ʹu ʹv >  in the two cases are also discussed. 
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